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**12.x: Multiple Delete+BanIp for spam registrations (like the feature coded already for Comments)**

Status

- Closed

Subject
12.x: Multiple Delete+BanIp for spam registrations (like the feature coded already for Comments)

Version

- 12.x
- 13.x

Category
- Feature request

Feature
- User Administration (Registration, Login & Banning)
- Spam protection (Anti-bot CAPTCHA)
- Admin Interface (UI)

Resolution status
- Fixed

Submitted by
- Xavier de Pedro

Volunteered to solve
- Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by
- Xavier de Pedro

Rating

- ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (1)

Description

In a few sites we usually get spam registrations, polluting the user registration tracker, by humans (they type properly the passcode).

Every now and then I connect to the site to remove the users registrations (this removes also their user tracker items), and I would like to collect those ip's at the same time to be sent to the banning feature.

This type of feature already works nicely for comments: you can enable comment moderation, review many comments at once, select many through their checkboxes, and click at "ban and delete" type of option at
the bottom.
This collects the ip's of those comments, and sends them for you to the banning feature, allowing you to ban all those ip's with just a few clicks.

We need this also for the fake registrations from human-spammers getting in.

Solution
commited in trunk in r52150 & r52319,
and backported in r52328 (13.x) & r52329 (12.x)

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
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